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ABSTRACT

The Museum of Queer Curiosities

Feliks RK Pyron

This paper documents the research, personal motivations, and processes that make The Museum of Queer Curiosities (TMOQC). The installation, exhibited in the Paul Mesaros Gallery, uses the manipulation of traditional techniques in printmaking, sculpture, and craft, to create a space in which authority, labels, confusion, and compassion are discussed. Through the synthesis of familiar visual art installation techniques and museum display, the work attempts to provide a foothold for the viewer to navigate queerness and ephemeral identity. The body of work that occupies TMOQC creates the surreal simulation of a scientific museum, transforming the art gallery into a stage where the phenomenon of the viewer experiencing the work can translate as a metaphor for how we can engage with the unknown and misunderstood, and to encourage trust in people’s identities, even when the language used is completely alien to normative ways of thinking. Through the navigation of labels and artifacts ‘curated’ by TMOQC, this thesis exhibition intends to pose the questions: who has authority when describing one’s identity, and how is being queer understood in a society that reinforces a fixed sense of self? This paper examines the conceptual and artistic threads that both inspire and justify this work as a simulation of a strange museum, and examines the cultural norms that necessitate such an exhibit as TMOQC in the first place.
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INTRODUCTION

Stasis is something we are taught to value by the norms of our Western capitalist society. There is an expectation that our lives, our families, our work, and at the core of it, ourselves, will remain consistent. This behavior is practiced by purchasing only a specific brand or color of clothing, or using the same personal products to present ourselves publicly in a way that is easily understandable.1 We are encouraged to pursue predictable milestones of growth, evidenced by the disdain for any failings of achieving those points,2, 3 and the attempts to mitigate and correct back to milestones rather than settle with the failure of them.4 These social expectations create an inflexibility that we apply to ourselves. We understand a continuous self, but gaps in continuity allow for the unknown, and we have been trained to react to this with stress, fear, and in some cases, violence. Arne Roets, Professor in the Department of Developmental, Personal, and Social Psychology at the University of Ghent, describes that in persons predisposed to extreme prejudice, opinions of others are formed quickly using the first information available to reduce their own ambiguity and fear. That fear is increased by the perception of harm and hatred propagated when that information comes from institutionalized racism, homophobia, and heteronormativity.5 The sense of self is informed by so many things in and out of our control and

---

1 Diana Crane, Fashion and Its Social Agendas: Class, Gender, and Identity in Clothing (Chicago, Ill: University of Chicago Press, 2000, p.11)
can change rapidly. Identity and individuation are “the recognition of the self as a discrete entity,”\(^6\) but at a certain stage of life. Throughout our life, our sense of identity changes. As author Parker J. Palmer puts it, identity is an “evolving nexus where all the forces that constitute my life converge in the mystery of self,”\(^7\) If the existence of genders outside the binary leads to a perceived threat to one’s sense of self, there must be a push to help each other understand that we are not constant. Through understanding this, there is room to accept even those radically different from our own understanding.

*The Museum of Queer Curiosities (TMOQC)* is the culmination of many attempts to communicate trust as it relates to the concept of a shiftable and unknown identity. Trust is important to understanding queer identity. This work acknowledges that those who live an experience are the best source for describing that experience and should be trusted even if there is disagreement. These ideas are communicated through the simulation of a museum space and its contents using traditional printmaking, sculpture, and accessible craft. This strategy of creation and display provides a setting in which the viewer understands their role as learner, while creating an artistic installation designed to challenge and subvert the expectations about who can define one’s identity. This thesis provides the research to prove why the museum, a seemingly straightforward syntax, is necessary to facilitate understanding about queerness, and how laying out the broader expectations, stereotypes, and misunderstandings of queerness make an open and plain discussion about identity difficult.

The simulated museum can help to establish both trust and compassion between the viewer and the curated ‘subjects’. Emulating display and educational methods of the museum

---


allows me to delve into questions about the history of unreliable, assumed, or established information. At the same time this strategy also allows the viewer to question what TMOQC is and why. TMOQC can present examples of how cultural unknowns and assumptions are handled, through parallels with fantasy, surrealism, and symbolism. These conceptual threads work together to form a physical simulation that is recognizable as both a niche museum and a body of queer art, in order to create a complex net of both confusion and understanding.

While TMOQC attempts to place the confusion of the unknown as something to be trusted, explicit communication and education is difficult when the essential core of this education is almost alien to the learner. An experience that is common to the non-binary existence, as laid out here by J.C. Hale in “Consuming the Living, (Dis)Remembering the Dead”:

"...[O]ur embodiments and our subjectivities are abjected from social ontology: we cannot fit ourselves into extant categories without denying, eliding, erasing, or otherwise abjecting personally significant aspects of ourselves ... When we choose to live with and in our dislocatedness, fractured from social ontology, we choose to forgo intelligibility: lost in language and in social life, we become virtually unintelligible, even to ourselves..."^8

For example, as a queer, non-binary person, the relationship I have with everything from clothing to language is rendered “outsider” by harmful standards set by Western capitalist society. Queer authors like Judith Butler and Michael Warner explain how dominant social structures are subverted by queer existence,^9 and how identity is not something innate but made through repetition and social influence^10. For many queer people who regularly engage with the language and experiences of being queer, these ideas are easy to understand. Yet the reach of understanding queer studies, at least in an academic sense, are not accessible, especially for those

---


who are comfortable in the idea that their gender and social situation are immutable. Additionally, a complex philosophical theory is not easily explained in a casual encounter. The work within the exhibit makes constant reference to the confusion I have experienced attempting this kind of communication. A look at the minutiae and background of this confusion will help make a case for why experiencing visual art can help bridge the gap when words fall short.

Ideas about the inconstant self, queerness, and the difficulty of asking others to engage with it compassionately are constants in my work. Compassion is defined as the “sympathetic consciousness of others’ distress together with a desire to alleviate it.”¹¹ If the distress of being queer comes from a lack of understanding, trust, and respect, then alleviating this distress can come in the form of affirmation and recognition. Through this exhibition, I hope to create a space that asks for affirmation and recognition without putting the viewer on the prejudicial defensive described earlier by Roets. TMOQC is also intended to be an environment where the viewer suspends their disbelief and enters a realm where they understand that they are safe and expected to learn.

This research will also look at how contemporary learning and museum theory, combined with theories of installation art are used to engage the viewer and ask for compassion with their subjects. The variety of media used to create the work physically overwhelms the space, but also provides symbolism to the facets of desire to be understood as a queer person. Although the viewer is enveloped in this visual and conceptual chaos, I hope to encourage compassion and a willingness to learn through the replication and manipulation of trusted visual structures like museums, while also encouraging the viewer to embrace their ephemeral communities and identities. Additionally, though much of the content comes from my own personal experience as

a queer person, this is never explicitly stated, and the vagueness of these artifacts invite the viewer to involve their own experiences. This, in turn, fixates the museum as a tool in which perhaps the viewer’s internal dialogue creates the content. It is a museum, not about artifacts and simulated histories, but about understanding and compassion.

Ironically, at first glance most of the work in \textit{TMOQC} is illegible, despite the goal of being about understanding the unfamiliar. This, however, is entirely crucial to inviting the viewer to question who is capable of defining one’s existence. To do this, \textit{TMOQC} uses its intentionally oblique and vague labels, combined with oversaturation of symbols and simulations of mishandling, to redistribute and discredit authority from the institution, back to the idea of the self represented by the artifacts. Several pieces in \textit{TMOQC} also reference history. Information is incorrectly assumed or left to arbitrary calculation. These references act as metaphors for the discrimination faced by misgendering that takes place against trans and nonbinary individuals.\textsuperscript{12} Obscurantism, or the intentional muddling of information, used alongside blatant disregard, adds another layer to the representation of the types of misunderstanding queer people face every day.

There is another facet to the abstraction of the representational nature of \textit{TMOQC} beyond strictly obscuring the space. The abstraction of the installation relies upon strategies and concepts coming from the surrealism, symbolism, stylization, as well as the illusion of a fantasy setting or narrative, in order to encourage the viewer to engage with the exhibit in a state of suspended disbelief and extended investigation. \textit{TMOQC} requires the juxtaposition of known and confusing symbols in two-dimensional and three-dimensional space in order to fully envelop the viewer. These different forms of visual communication also help \textit{TMOQC} become an incubator for

inquiry, and the use of museum theory and obscurantism help to provide checkpoints for the viewer’s understanding of the content.

Previously laid out is the approach to the various theories that TMOQC are founded on, and the order in which they will be analyzed. This thesis will conclude by looking at the physicality of TMOQC which enables the phenomenon of experiencing it. The variety of crafted art objects and made artifacts are installed in a way that mimics trends in museums such as the Carnegie Museum of Art and trends in the contemporary language of queer art. The artifacts’ existence relative to each other, to the labels, and to decoration shows TMOQC not as an installation of art, but as an experience. Showing the connective threads between contemporary structures of queer art and broader ideas in museum theory, can also open up the physical continuation of the museum in the future, in which artifacts are added to the installation, allowing the possibility of more identities and persons reclaiming and subverting institutional power for their own otherness.

The viewer is invited to witness The Museum of Queer Curiosities as a simulation of a museum and understand their role as an audience to be educated. In our current Western culture museums have a specific job, outlined by George Hein in the aptly named “The Role of Museums in Society: Education and Social Action”:

“...the raison d’etre of the museum is education broadly defined… It’s possible to have collections of objects, even collections carefully classified, organized, and preserved, that are not primarily educational… but as soon as these are open to the public, the museum becomes an educational institution.”

As a queer person, I have the authority to reclaim the power and purpose of the syntax of a museum, as museums have historically been used to define the other. Museums such as the

---

Victorian-era cabinet of curiosities repeatedly used to ostracize individuals who did not meet Western physical and cultural (white, able-bodied, straight) ideals as much as they were physical collections of natural fauna. As French Historian Pascal Blanchard notes in the era of early museums and cabinets of curiosity, “one can observe the spread of an iconographic grammar, a corpus of imagery of the Other which manufactured and permanently defined the Other.”¹⁴ Even today, those existing as other, including queer and its racial and class intersections, still struggle against institutionalized separation.

In this thesis I hope to establish this work in the context of surrealism, queer art, and museum theory, and how it relates to the broader ideas of what it means to experience and to consider compassion in the face of misunderstanding. I hope to make confusion and the idea of a flexible self relatable by grounding an unusual visual experience in my own experience as a queer person. Finally, I want to create work that acknowledges how confusing issues of the self are, and how the authority to define oneself must come from the person having that experience. Trust is critical when trying to understand another’s identity or situation, unknowing should be celebrated and not feared. Through the strategies of *TMOQC*, the viewer can comfortably raise the questions: Where does the authority of how we call or see each other come from? How can we know the identity of someone else, and should we know? Like a real museum, the simulation that is *TMOQC* acts in its genesis as evidence, celebration, and education of queerness and exists outside of what others tell us is stable.

THE MUSEUM OF QUEER CURIOSITIES

A vinyl banner officially welcomes visitors as they enter. A large hodge-podge of fabric climbs high on the wall opposite the entrance to the large white room. A pattern of misshapen polygons guides visitors around the tile floor, interrupting the space of the objects in the room. A careful display of odd coins on a pedestal spills from a pile onto the floor. Around the room, black and white drawings float against white walls, sometimes acting as the objects they share space with. A catalog of information provides the viewer with the tools needed to experience the mysterious Museum of Queer Curiosities. (Figure 1.)

This is a small illustration of the installation that makes up The Museum of Queer Curiosities. Before delving further into the theoretical justifications for the museum’s existence, it is important to note the various symbols, materials, and objects evident in the museum, and its visual syntax.

There are four major layers to TMOQC’s physical structure. First are the accoutrement or accessories of the museum. These are the props that help establish that the viewer has entered a legitimate, institutionalized space, designed to mimic formal structures of anthropological and niche museums, such as the Science and Natural History sections of the Carnegie Museum. The Catalog (Fig. 2), the Title Banner (Fig. 3), the Announcement Card (Fig. 4), and the Guide Path (Fig. 5) are all visual signifiers essential to this transformation of the Paul Mesaros Gallery. Another important accessory of TMOQC is Additional Information, a series of black and white illustrations attached to the walls (Fig. 6 & 7), whose cohesiveness helps fill much more space than the objects themselves. These illustrations are repeated in the Catalog (Fig. 2), cementing them as an important element of
the museum’s voice and providing a link between the objects they illustrate, and the symbols present in the rest of the work.

Another accessory of TMOQC is its voice, most evident in the Catalog, but also in its handling of the pieces. This voice, also referred to as the Curator, is vague, generally unhelpful, and damaging to the overall understanding of the work. The Catalog voice repeatedly hints at a cohesiveness in the artifacts’ origins being an “Other from All Over”. This term is intended to be both unintentionally vague when used by the museum, but also an intentional reference to the multiplicity and widespread occurrence of the queer experience. Additionally, parts of the Catalog are intentionally illegible due to the repeating black and white illustrations mentioned earlier. When seen in the Catalog, these images offer additional clues to the intent behind each artifact, but also create an obscure, collapsed aesthetic (Fig. 8), supporting the idea of the Curator as an unreliable narrator. This idea is also perpetuated through the handling of the museum artifacts. The handling of the Formulaic Statue (fig. 9), the MQC Coin Collection (Fig. 10), and the opened ‘geode’ in Successful Reveal (Fig. 11) insinuates, or perhaps is evident of, a carelessness and intentional obscurantism the museum is culpable in. Adding to this, many objects are not placed at the proper gallery height, 60 inches at center for easy viewing, nor is the installation preoccupied with the traditional rules of spacing between objects. Rather than giving each specimen space for careful visual analysis, the Curator has installed pieces too low, leaning on other objects, or far too high. These installation decisions are intended to further transform the space from that of a traditional gallery space (Fig. 12) and into the realm of the spectacle of contemporary niche museum display (Fig. 13)
The artifacts make up the second layer to TMOQC’s physical structure and are the main attraction of the installation. These artifacts are intended to be seen as individual pieces, yet their full interpretation cannot exist without the interaction from TMOQC’s sometimes vague and illegible information. The bright colors of the objects combined with a welcoming environment, was key to creating a museum that did not feel cold, miserable, or as is often the case in stories involving the other, tragic. Additionally, the color magenta is used throughout the exhibit, as in Strange Shield (Fig. 14), Historic Shroud (Fig. 15) the MQC Coin Collection (Fig. 16). Magenta is the only color not within the visible spectrum as a single wavelength and must be synthesized by the human brain by other colors. Its use creates a thematic symbol with the idea of being non-binary in a binary world, and is evidence that the brain is capable of synthesizing things that are beyond easy definition.

The physical items in the museum are influenced by actual historical objects. For example, the Historic Shroud is inspired from tapestries hung in museums the world over (Fig. 17) and Instructional Book of Progress (Fig. 18) is based on the Ancient Egyptian “Book of the Dead,” a scroll used to navigate the afterlife. The Formulaic Statue (Fig. 19) is based on the Colossus of Constantine (Fig. 20), an immense statue found in pieces, whose full shape is left to old records and estimations. These artifacts allude to history, imbuing them with a sense of their own authority, while also adding to the simulation of a real museum. That they are actuality-adjacent may make it easier for the viewer to embrace that the things in the museum are truly queer.

The third layer to TMOQC, is the symbolic thread of the museum. Additional Information (Fig. 6, 7), arguably the largest piece in the museum, occupies space on the walls

---

and in the *Catalog*. The prevalence of these images, as they bleed into the artifacts’ surfaces, encourage the viewer to look for conceptual connections between the pieces and the museum. These illustrations set up the symbolism present in the work, and the threads of gendered imagery such as in *Bow Trap*, *Large Lights*, and *Car Fob* help inform the viewer what each smaller installation is attempting to discuss. The thematic repetition helps bridge the gap between a piece and its label. These symbols: eyes, hands, elephant skulls both real and stylized, and textures, are directly referencing my personal ideas around queerness and form a personal complex visual lexicon. Their application over the whole museum adheres it together, informing the viewer to see this as a representation of a whole experience, rather than an installation of individual things.

Finally, the fourth layer of the *TMOQC* are the various formal and aesthetics decisions. I am attracted to the visual layering of symbols as a way of encouraging their group interpretations. I am inspired by the collapsed and symbolic space in the work of German Expressionist Max Beckmann (Fig. 21), the symbol-laden and superimposed prints by Aaron Coleman (Fig. 22), and the complex representations of Johanna Mueller’s monoprints and drawings (Fig. 23). I am also intrigued by the semi-chaotic assemblages and the creation of artifacts that often exist in queer art. Such as Alex Martin’s 2017 installation *It’s Safe in Here* (Fig. 24), and their *Queercraft* series (Fig. 25), or Pepe Mar’s installation *Varla TV* (Fig. 26). I also find stylized drawings such as David Shrigley’s untitled ink drawings (Fig. 27) both whimsical and relatable, which influenced my decision to lean more stylized for my own lexicon in *TMOQC*.

I want my work to be aesthetically pleasing to help invoke intrigue, awe, and a strange sense of celebration. This approach is realized through the use of bright colors,
interesting and varied textures, a broad use of materials and application, and a more-is-more approach that borders on *horror vacui*. Anything is fair game, even in creating representational artifacts. I use any process or material that might create a striking interest in the viewer, such as the difference in sheen or the combination of a found material with traditional process. Most of my work utilizes techniques from craft or cosplay creation, such as paper mache. I consider this not only reminiscent of found objects used in the queer art previously mentioned, but potentially visually mirroring the desire to be approachable and accessible in both concept and material. I have always considered a best tool for the job approach to medium selection. Due to printmaking’s variety of processes, and its history as a medium utilizing the sharing of information\(^\text{16}\), the artifacts of the museum all incorporate some sort of printmaking process, from relief to screenprint to monoprint. Printmaking’s flexibility was a necessary component in making the sheer variety of artifacts that live in *TMOQC*.

**TOO QUEER TO FUNCTION: THE DILEMMA OF BEING NON-BINARY**

Establishing trust and understanding between people is remarkably easier when speaking the same language, but this is not a guarantee. Many strategies exist that make communication successful: we encourage the avoidance of speaking in jargon in common conversation\(^\text{17}\), we use relatable examples from our own experience to describe solutions\(^\text{18}\),


and we use visual understanding of each other’s appearance to establish an expectation of how we speak to one another.19 Yet even when speaking the same language, there can exist a disconnect between understandings that cannot be solved by a simple discussion and can even result in harm.

Meriam-Webster’s first definition of queer is simple:

“1 a: differing in some way from what is usual or normal : ODD, STRANGE, WEIRD.”20

At its heart, that is what every other iteration of queer means. In speaking of Queer theory, Queer: A Graphic History by Meg-John Barker and Julia Scheele offer a succinct explanation: “...a theoretical approach that goes beyond queer studies to question the categories and assumptions on which current popular and academic understandings are based.” This speaks to alternatives of intangible matter, such as philosophies of identity. More direct is the identity of queer. This is an umbrella term for anyone who does not identify as their assigned gender, and/or is not attracted to solely the opposite sex.22 Many theorists such as Judith Butler and Michel Foucault have discussed that gender and sexuality are made to feel real through repeated performance and discourse, established mostly by heteronormative assumptions.23 While it seems easy to explain in the context of this document, there exists a myriad of problems in communicating this idea in a social context. Opportunities for misunderstanding and negative reactions exist in people who do not question the dominant cisgendered, heteronormative perspective.

---

21 Barker, Queer: A Graphic History, 15.
22 Barker, 12.
23 Barker, 82.
Western capitalist society constantly sends messaging through advertising and social pressure for people to exist and present as an understandable gender binary. This binary is supposed to be expressed through our relationships, our clothing, the way we talk, and act. This information is mostly visual and is exclusive to only two genders. The repeated participation creates a compulsory link between a person’s visual presentation and the assumption of identity. These expectations make up the dominant heteronormative and cisnormative social expectations. These expectations assume that people will be the gender assigned at birth and will be attracted to the opposite sex. Author Michael Warner, in *Fear of a Queer Planet*, states that these social expectations and norms are “so deeply embedded by now in an indescribably wide range of social institutions, and is embedded in the most standard accounts of the world,” that trying to communicate anything that goes against the cis-hetero-complex is met with confusion, fear, and a lack of processing. This is evidenced by the notion of gender non-conforming people to ‘pass,’ or follow rigid gender expectations in clothing and body, and the transphobia directed at those that do not or cannot pass.

Because understanding one’s identity is largely determined by assumptions based on physical traits, the body is used against queer persons to invalidate their claims to a non-essentialist understanding of their own gender. In the paper *Gender Display*, by Erving Goffman, a 20th Century sociologist and social psychologist, Goffman speaks on how much our physical presentation plays into our interaction with each other:

---

“A version of display for humans would go something like this: Assume all of an individual's behavior and appearance informs those who witness him, minimally telling them something about his social identity, about his mood, intent, and expectations, and about the state of his relation to them... One can call these indicative events displays. As suggested, they tentatively establish the terms of the contact, the mode or style or formula for the dealings that are to ensue between the persons providing the display and the persons perceiving it. Finally, our special concern: If gender be defined as the culturally established correlates of sex (whether in consequence of biology or learning), then gender display refers to conventionalized portrayals of these correlates.”

Media representations of queer persons also create confusion. Currently, homosexuality has become more and more ‘accepted’ in mainstream society and understood through media representations in contemporary television shows like *Modern Family* and *Queer Eye*. Ironically though, homosexuality and certain queer expression is still limited by social expectations acceptable to heteronormativity, thus defining LGBTQ+-ness in language still in the hetero-repertoire. Because of this tension, transgender and gender non-conforming persons must consider their relationship to certain kinds of assimilation politics. Those in favor of more liberation-based strategies push against the idea that queerness must still abide by norms such as binary genders and anti-trans rhetoric, to avoid being deviant. Rather than encourage understanding for differences, much of queerness is still being asked to exist within heteronormative expectations. This strict understanding of identity and existence creates a myriad of problems for anyone who is gender non-conforming on any level.

This is the dilemma faced by many transgender and gender non-conforming persons. As a non-binary person, I can speak from experience about the difficulty non-affirmation creates in day-to-day life. Non-affirmation is the denial of one’s identity that comes from constant misgendering and microaggressions related to it. For many gender non-conforming people, this experience is a potential threat with every new social introduction. The Williams

---

Institute, a leading research center on sexual orientation and gender identity law and public policy, conducted a National Transgender Discrimination survey in 2014. This survey found that compared to a 4.6% rate of lifetime suicide attempts on the national average, the rate for transgender and gender non-conforming individuals was 41%, nearly ten times as high.\textsuperscript{28} It should be no surprise that constant ostracization and assault lead to isolating conditions that nurture suicidal tendencies. The survey goes on to indicate “...respondents who experienced rejection by family and friends, discrimination, victimization, or violence had elevated prevalence of suicide attempts.” These problems are not going away. With the current national shift to a more conservative political climate, a recent report by the National Sexual Violence Resource Center indicated that the new suicide rate in 2019 is 47%, and 37% of respondents in grades K-12 experienced physical assault.\textsuperscript{29} With the difficulty in communicating and the shame forced on non-conforming genders, especially non-binary and xenogender individuals, and even more so in queer people of color, these numbers may actually be higher. These are very real problems, which is why it is important for me to use my work to call into question our assumptions about visual presentation, understanding, and trust which is at the core of so much suffering in the queer community.

While it has been difficult to create trust that translates to the use of “they/them” pronouns, it is important to note that in queerness there are a myriad of expressions of identity, with and without dysphoria (extreme physical and mental duress due to a mismatch of the sense of self and the body) that is difficult for even binary trans people to understand.

\textsuperscript{28} Jaime M. Grant, Lisa A. Mottet, Justin Tanis, Jack Harrison, Jody L. Herman, and Mara Keisling. \textit{Injustice at Every Turn: A Report of the National Transgender Discrimination Survey.} (Washington: National Center for Transgender Equality and National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, 2011.)

Sandra Bem, an American psychologist known for her works in androgyny and gender studies, proposed the following as a solution for dissolving heteronormative practice:

“...let a thousand categories of sex/gender/desire begin to bloom in any and all fluid and permeable configurations and, through that very proliferation, that we thereby undo (or, if you prefer, that we de-privilege or de-center or de-stabilize) the privileged status of the two-and-only-two that are currently treated as normal and natural.”30

This solution is already happening. Online communities like Tumblr.com, for example, are regarded as a safe place of identity expression. Tumblr has an entire platform dedicated to alternative genders, such as uncommongenders.tumblr.com, which showcases genders such as heavengender, genderfalle, and persongender.31 Though outside an online community such as Tumblr, made safe both by its ability to be anonymous and regular involvement and discussion of gender, it is extremely difficult to open a progressive conversation about marginalized and unique genders. In my experience, the language barely exists to casually discuss common use of gender-neutral pronouns. Additionally, the growing use of so-called “neopronouns,” requires a shift in the conversation from simply being about fill-in-the-box expressions of gender, to allowing someone’s identity to exist despite not having the means to completely understand it. A shift in mindset is needed to ensure that when presented with expressions of identity, one does not react with hatred, or ostracization, but with implicit trust. The discussion around the challenges of one’s expressions of identity is imperative to understand the motivation that informs every decision in the creation of The Museum of Queer Curiosities. The installation illustrates the difficulties of communicating

queerness and attempts to set a stage to invite the viewer to question those same authorities that keep a rigid gender binary in place.

CREATING COMPASSION IN THE UNKNOWN

Trepidation and misunderstanding about the unknown create fear and intense fight-or-flight responses. For most, understanding gender happens in an expected and binary way. Gender is assumed because one has certain body parts, clothes, and mannerisms understood and reinforced through specific social, political, and commercial institutions.

Misunderstanding and fear happens when someone who shares the same binary “visual evidence” but claims it as something entirely different. For many non-binary people, this moment is often met with negativity, judgement, and an attempt to correct into binary terms as these shared signifiers of identity are no longer predictable.32

There is evidence that compassion is tantamount to reducing prejudice in many forms,33 but prejudice can also be reduced by education which can lead to compassion.34 Examples in contemporary media, from The Addams Family (2019) to The Shape of Water (2017) attempt to illustrate the value of compassion. The examples used in these stories reference a concrete, unshared difference between the main characters and the prejudicial party. This story structure makes the differences obvious; The Addams Family is rendered monotone and spindly versus the rotund and colorful townsfolk; the fishman in The Shape of

Water is definitively non-human. Communicating that compassion is valuable is easier when differences are clearly discerned and there is no jeopardy to understanding one’s individuation.

Encouraging compassion becomes more difficult when differences involve a shared physicality and threaten how one understands concepts of gender and identity. Tactics used by institutions to create understanding informed the decision to simulate a museum for the thesis exhibition. A 2016 study by researchers at the University of Southern California found that when socio-political ideas are challenged, the brain has a stress response similar to physical danger, which in turn leads to defensiveness and a reluctance to change. The brain is specifically geared to protecting itself, and that means its sense of self as well.35 When the gender norms presented by a capitalist Western society are considered essential, it creates a rigidity that refuses to acknowledge the idea that gender and identity are mutable, and therefore disallows the existence of others who exist outside those norms. Therefore, it is important to use approachable, trusted, and safe tools to invite a dismantling of the assumptions about the experience of those considered other. If gender binarism is institutionalized, it stands to reason that using an institution and subverting its purpose in a genuine way enables a safe and more trusted approach to the viewer. In the case of The Museum of Queer Curiosities, the simulation of a museum appropriates its role as an educator. To understand the effectiveness of an institution's ability to evoke a sympathetic reaction, one must understand the specifics of what sympathy and compassion are, as they are easily confused with empathy but have different results. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines sympathy as such:

“The act or capacity of entering or sharing the feelings or interests of others.”

35 Jonas T. Kaplan, Sarah I. Gimbel, and Sam Harris, “Neural Correlates of Maintaining One’s Political Beliefs in the Face of Counterevidence,” Scientific Reports 6, no. 1 (2016), https://doi.org/10.1038/srep39589
Sympathy is, quite simply, the understanding of another’s feelings. Sympathy can come from a logical conclusion; one understands how someone is able to reach their current emotional state from preceding events. Sympathy can also be triggered through an emotional understanding of someone’s emotions, and either of these routes enable decision-making which can lead to compassion. Compassion is defined by Merriam-Webster as:

“sympathetic consciousness of others’ distress together with a desire to alleviate it.”

That last distinction is important, compassion involves a call to action to consciously decide to alleviate distress. In relation to the queer community, compassion can have a range of applications, from the willingness to trust one’s identity, to the defense against non-affirmation. By combining the implicit trust of an institution with the emotions evoked by fictitious circumstances to explicitly create the syntax for guiding the viewer, TMOQC attempts to lead the viewer to a compassionate response for the other.

In The Art of Sympathy in Fiction, author and Professor of English Howard Sklar explains how fiction authors craft narratives to evoke a compassionate response, and discusses the pedagogical implications of doing so. Sklar analyzes the tactics of creating what he refers to as “moral imagination,” when looking at the tactics of emotional persuasion in fiction. For example, Sklar encourages students to specifically discuss the emotions

fictitious stories create. He notes that while not the best format for understanding, these emotions do “provide a means for accessing that situation, for raising questions that are worthy of consideration, and even for leading individuals towards reflection.” Sklar’s observation of the emotions evoked by engaging in fiction directly lead to the same process of logic that leads to sympathy. Taken a step further, if the simulation of the museum is a form of fiction, then one can assume the museum has this same capability to invoke sympathy. However, it is important to analyze how Sklar provides an environment for his students that encourages this kind of engagement. For one, this environment exists in a school, the readers are students; they are in a space designated for learning. Secondly, reading fiction creates a suspension of disbelief in the reader. Writing about a fictitious world will rarely offer a complete description. The reader relies on their background and experiences to fill in missing details, making a fictitious world more believable. This interaction creates a connection to and investment in the fictitious world. TMOQC utilizes this same setup. It exists with an assumed purpose as an educational tool and authoritative voice in which the viewer understands their purpose to learn. When this authoritarian voice is combined with an engagement in a fictitious world, TMOQC hopefully creates an environment that allows the viewer to challenge assumptions of gender and identity that are inherently hostile or dangerous.

TMOQC considers the museum as both an institution and a fictitious construct. This consideration is a strategy used to evoke understanding from the viewer. The reader becomes the viewer, and a written fictitious world becomes a space populated by otherworldly objects,
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familiar, yet disconnected and strange. Details left out become the mystery of art that invites the viewer to populate the space with their own experience. By mirroring an institution such as a niche or scientific museum, the gallery is transformed into a similar environment where the viewer, no matter how unknowing of academic queer theory and identity politics, can at least engage and be provided a safe space in which to question ideas of gender and assumption.

A few notes on these strategies. In no way should any queer person be satisfied in letting fiction or fiction-adjacent representations have more authority than their own experiences, especially when trying to convince a population to stop being hostile. This exhibition is an attempt to create a space that is safe, where questions can be invited non-aggressively, where confusion can be celebrated instead of shamed. It is also important to note that, for very specific reasons, I am not invoking empathy in the viewer. At the core of this research is an understanding that some situations exist where there is no chance for someone to feel the exact emotions of another. Every individual has a specific life, background, way of learning, privilege, identity, etc. It is impossible to expect total relatability. The work I have created does not need complete understanding from the viewer but seeks a reaffirmation in the trust that others know themselves and can define their experience. Even when one does not understand someone, an attempt and trust, even amidst confusion, is much more valuable than waiting for feelings to arise from a situation never experienced before.

My work also recognizes that the viewer has a sense of self and a cultural identity, and that this in turn gives them agency to explore the museum. In her book *Installation Art*, Professor of Art History and critic Claire Bishop points out that one of the early criticisms of
phenomenology was the assumption that the viewer would be void of gender; in the way that insinuates the white, cis male as neutral or the default.\textsuperscript{41} The \textit{TMOQC} relies on the opposite of this assumption. The viewer is encouraged to recognize themselves as an individual entity and use their identity to understand the objects within the gallery. Bishop also notes that, in the history of installation art, the viewer’s experience of being contained within a space serves to provide a more vivid engagement with abstract ideas.\textsuperscript{42} \textit{TMOQC} uses these ideas behind the viewer’s relationship to installation to evoke an emotional and compassionate response. By sharing their physicality and their emotions with the space and the strange objects that inhabit it, the viewer could in turn be more invested in the outcome of their overall experience.

\textbf{MYSTERY FISH: A HISTORY OF MISLABELING AND OBSCURANTISM}

As previously explained, people provide and interpret physical visual information to communicate identity. This process relies on our ability to quickly assume information and ideas, not only about people, but objects too. My work calls into question the “authority” of such visual information, and their interpretation. Assumptions about people and objects often lead to mislabeling and confusion. Mislabeling has been repeatedly seen in accounts of new “breakthroughs” in Western discovery, namely archaeology. In keeping with the theme of using the museum as a lens for critique, it seems fitting that there are references to mislabeling in \textit{TMOQC}. Pieces in the museum reference this type of disrespect often, either

\textsuperscript{42} Bishop, p. 10-11.
through indirect symbols, tongue in cheek and sarcastic labels, or vague and incorrect object information, to discredit the institutions that encourage presumption over consideration.

An early example of this kind of mislabeling is estimated to have come from Ancient Greece and makes several appearances in the symbolism in the work. According to folklorist and researcher of ancient science Adrienne Mayor, in 1914 a paleontologist from Austria named Othenio Abel pointed out that the skull of extinct Pleistocene dwarf elephants (Fig. 28) resembled grotesque human skulls. The large shallow eye sockets on the side of elephant skulls were missed, and more attention was paid to the large trunk nasal cavity. This cavity was seen as evidence of a large, central eye, and its massive bones could be laid out in the shape of a man. Due to their existence in Sicily dated well before Greek records of elephants, Grecian sailors were said to have seen the ancient skeletons and assumed they were the skeletons of giant humanoids.43 Cyclops and elephants regularly appear throughout *TMOQC*. For example, *Historic Shroud* (Fig. 15) is a large piece that references the Cyclops and *Casting* (Fig. 29) is a representation of elephant footprints. These references are representations of other, of misunderstanding, and of the confusion that comes from repeatedly engaging in a world that mislabels and often intentionally misunderstands. This is not a direct one to one metaphor. The blend between the “science” of Cyclopean myth and the presentation of the Cyclops/elephant divide in the work may be considered fluid, and its definitiveness non-existent.

Another example of misattribution based on physical evidence is the discovery of a fossil by Albertus Magnus, a 13th German scholar later canonized as a saint for the amount of research into the natural world he did in the middle ages. According to Aaron Mahnke,
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creator, producer, and host of the *LORE* podcast and author of *The World of Lore* book series, Magnus preferred first hand evidence, and often went to local mines to observe gems and minerals directly. One trip, a strange, “egg-shaped” rock was discovered, which contained a small skeleton that looked like a bird in all ways, save for its monstrous head. Magnus assumed the rock had created life. The creature, unable to escape the rock, died and returned to the earth beneath the cave. As Mahnke states, “looking back with our modern understanding of the natural world, it’s clear that Albertus had discovered a fossil, but simply lacked the understanding to put the pieces together.”

This is similar to the type of misunderstanding that happens when trying to discuss being non-binary with someone who has never had the trains of thought to make that discussion completely clear. Rather, they are stuck using and assuming based off the limited information provided by a society that benefits from conformist gender binary.

In a similar vein, human remains can be mislabeled as well, usually because of assumptions about the objects they are buried with. In southwest Sweden, the crypt of a Viking was discovered, surrounded by sacrificial horses and weapons. Because of contemporary gender stereotyping, the Viking was assumed to be a male by archaeologists when first discovered, but in actuality was a female.

In the piece *Successful Reveal*, the postmortem misattribution of something that has lived a life is combined with the problematic contemporary fad of the preemptive “gender reveal party”. Confetti has been
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thrown over the empty half of a broken fossil, criticizing and calling out the assumptions made when prescribing identity based on the very limited information available (Fig. 30).

Still, there is a lot about queerness that can be hard to communicate, even with the benefit of our contemporary understanding. Beyond the physical proof of mislabeling that exists in historical references, *The Museum of Queer Curiosities* also acknowledges the difficulty of speaking individually for a group. For example, *The Mil Touchstone*, covered in symbols of eyes and hundreds of small figures, invites the viewer to try to understand this simplistically styled symbolism. The intent behind the all-over visual design is to draw the viewer in, provide them with enough information to try to fill the scene and make sense of the symbols. While at the same time the layering of the glyphs on the “stone” makes this challenging and potentially impossible. (Fig. 31) This piece is also a direct reference to how obscurantism, the intentional hiding and obscuring of information, is used by those in authority.

*The Museum of Queer Curiosities* uses obscurantism in an ironic way to create obvious references to ideas about the difficulty of understanding the unknown, translating visual information, and the strangeness of authority. Throughout *TMOQC*, elements like the confusing design of information labels and the mishandling of objects are intended to illustrate this ironic use of obscurantism. The labels, like the observations of St. Albertus Magnus, seem at first glance to be authoritative. In general, museum labels are usually didactic and deserving of the viewer’s trust. However, upon scrutiny the text and information contained in *TMOQC’s* labels are inherently wrong. Specific information, like measurements, are miscalculated, such as the size estimations of the rest of the *Formulaic Statue* (Fig. 32), and information is vague, such as the label for the *Strange Shield* (Fig. 33).
As the viewer experiences the rest of the museum, obscurantism is used through the physical mishandling of the work as well. Pieces are left on the floor haphazardly, some are seemingly broken, and others are split and invaded by the walking path designated by the museum. This intentional chaotic display creates an ironic relationship between an authoritative museum and the callous and careless handling of its charges. At the same time, most of the objects, such as the Shroud and Instructional Scroll (Figures 15, 18) and the previously discussed Touchstone reference some form of communication. The repeated motifs of eyes, hands, or people, combined with their titles that reference existence as objects of recording, hint at some communication or puzzle to unlock between them. These pieces also hint at the potential for their own authority, free of the museum. While this metaphor may be relatively obtuse, the way the objects interact with each other is not. This tension between an assumption about an object’s meaning being reliant on institutional authority and the reality of its autonomy mirrors the priorities of the museum, to acknowledge the difficulty of communicating complex ideas, to remove the authority from institutions and return autonomy, trust, and authority to the individual and the objects themselves.

There is an important distinction to be made about TMOQC from the historical examples previously referenced. Unlike the skulls and fossils of the past, there are living people on earth sharing their experiences and trying to get their perspectives heard. By alluding to the misinterpretations of the past, I hope to reestablish the authority of anyone, past or present, regarding their own truth.
Suspension of disbelief from the audience is sought after in any setting that is fantastical, and for someone who is not accustomed to questioning gender, what could be more beyond belief than the changing, warping, or obliteration of gender? Aristotle first wrote of ideas similar to what would become known as the suspension of disbelief as a means of obtaining catharsis when watching a play. As the audience removed themselves from the logic that they were in attendance of a performance, and became invested in the actions of the characters on stage, they could experience catharsis, or the purification of emotions, most notably fear. In my work, the desire to create a quasi-real environment in which the viewer can move around and exist in order to illicit a similar cathartic experience is imperative. Surrealism, fantasy, and symbolist art create an opportunity for the viewer to exist as ‘other’. If the viewer’s belief is suspended in this way, authority and responsibility falls further to TMOQC and its content, to guide this catharsis.

As previously stated, one of the intentions behind TMOQC is to create a safe space for compassion through the simulation of a trusted institution. Additionally, the viewer’s suspension of logic and disbelief is encouraged through the stylization of both the environment of and the artifacts contained in TMOQC. For example, the simplified drawings and forms that accompany the museum installation suggest an interpretation that is incongruent with contemporary states of gender. According to The Great Soviet Encyclopedia, this incongruence was one of the many purposes of stylization, as “stylization… often served as a means of retreating into an imaginary, idealized world... as a sign of dissatisfaction with the ordinary and

commonplace and with traditional ideological and artistic norms.” The *Encyclopedia* further notes the importance of stylization in “recreating the folklore of various people.”

The work of *TMQOC* uses my experiences as a queer person as the folklore it captures. The stylization of the work from *Formulaic Statue* (Fig. 19) to illustrations on the wall (Fig. 7) in the *TMQOC* is intended to establish a feeling of otherness in the viewer and promote a misalignment with identity norms. While the simulation and appropriation of the museum and its authority is important, also important is the viewer’s understanding of how the abstraction of *TMQOC*’s space and contents promotes its adjacency, not symmetry, with a museum’s goals.

*TMQOC*’s contents are intended to escape a concrete reality, as they are physically juxtaposed between three-dimensional space and two-dimensional “drawings”. This presentation is intended to emphasize stylization and hint at the surreal world the artifacts come from. The best example of this ‘evidence of a fictional world’ lies in the *Historical Shroud* (Fig. 15). The title, grand chaotic figures, and scale hint at an underlying and lived history, but its contemporary fabrics, paints, and even the stylized nature of the monoprints involved disjoints it from this implied reality (Fig. 34). When presented with such an unstable setting, I hope the viewer finds safety in *TMQOC*’s obvious disguise as an institution, emphasis in stylization, and trusts that there are specific intentions behind the puzzles *TMQOC* presents.

In art history, late figurative surrealism represents an exploration of meaning beyond the concrete. Influenced by psychology, culture, and Dadaist appropriation of found objects, figurative surrealist artists presented the known in unknown ways to explore meaning taken
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from odd juxtapositions of dreamlike symbolism and materials. Scultures like Meret Oppenheim’s *Fur Teacup* (Fig. 35), Salvador Dali’s *Lobster Telephone* (Fig. 36), and Man Ray’s *Object of Destruction* (Fig. 37) take existing artifacts and objects out of context, combine them in surprising ways, and offer new meaning. My own work takes a similar approach, such as the sculpture *MQC Coin Collection* (Fig. 38), constructed of disassembled keys. For me and people in my position, keys represent access, or future success. Keys symbolize access or ownership to commodities like cars or homes. For many queer people, the act of being oneself puts them in jeopardy of that access being cut off by a prejudiced economic system. That connotation can become clear to others when the keys are amputated, brightly colored, and presented as coins. In the book *Fantastic Art, Dada, and Surrealism*, art historian and the first director of the Museum of Modern Art Alfred H. Barr, Jr., describes Surrealist art as objects of “concrete irrationality.” In light of trying to invoke specific questions about content and focus less on formalist interpretations, Barr Jr. quotes Salvador Dali about the purpose of surrealist objects, a summary that is applicable to the work in *TMOQC*: “Objects with symbolic function leave no loophole for formal preoccupations. Only amorous imagination...” The objects in the museum use two and three-dimensional combinations of recognizable and stylized imagery and objects so the viewer is able to focus on their relationships to one another, rather than be lost in abstract recognizability.

There are some objects within *The Museum of Queer Curiosities* that are not found objects (despite the “Curator’s” assertions that all objects in the Museum are found), nor are all parts of their form made of complete integration of recognizable parts. The *Strange Shield*
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50 Salvador Dali (as cited by Alfred H. Barr), *Fantastic Art*, p. 49.
(Fig. 14), uses the base form of a shield but is covered in abstract and printed on paper shapes of hands (Fig. 39), and the Informative Book on Progress, which has minimal physical representations making up its form, come to mind. But similar concepts of symbolism still apply (Fig. 40). Meaning in the TMOQC is generated in the same way as an individual’s identity, it is gathered collectively from every piece of media, every interaction, the surfaces of objects interact with the meaning of other objects that inform and intrigue the viewer and add to its overall truth.

Throughout TMOQC, symbols are a grounding factor. They serve as a unifying visual element intended to amplify the viewer’s experience, as a guidepost for interpretation, and opportunity to create obscuration. To condense my queer experience throughout TMOQC, I created around 30 symbolic ink drawings, that individually are capable of standing alone, yet work together to offer more opportunities to create meaning. While all the drawings are representational and hold a significant and personal meaning, some are more abstract than others (Fig. 6). The application of these symbols to the walls and objects of TMOQC, is intended to collapse the space between objects and offer new ways to construct meaning, the same way Dali creates meaning by combining a plastic lobster to a phone base. Silkscreen was used to apply images to the surfaces of TMOQC objects, such as the ends of the Instructional Book, the interior of the Formulaic Statue, and the surface of The Mil Touchstone (Figs. 40, 41, and 31 rsp.). Screen printing utilizes a transparency and flexibility of layering imagery on paper and objects. As stated previously, the inclusion of transparent layers of symbols aids in the obscuration of their information, but more so in these examples serves to underlie their outward meaning. In the catalog, these images serve the same purpose, their metaphor becomes
more complex the more information placed on top or alongside them, but so too does the bewildermment.

Throughout TMOQC, the meticulously cut out illustrations blend with the wall (Fig. 14). These representational illustrations work well as the “decoration” of the museum. Some of the drawings become artifacts and inform other objects in their proximity. All objects in TMOQC are related to each other, laterally, vertically, and inter-spatially. The illustrations serve to visually tie these seemingly unrelated objects together. For example, the illustration Car Fob lining up with the MQC Coin Collection (Fig. 42), the illustration Long Hair lining up with the Successful Reveal (Fig. 43), and the illustration Emergency Contact hovering behind the Instructional Book of Progress (Fig. 44) provide more context and meaning to both drawing and object. Even when spaced apart, certain objects such as the MQC Coin Collection are arranged in such a way that when viewed from a distance, they still line up with illustrations on the wall.

MAKING A MUSEUM

Many decisions went into the installation of The Museum of Queer Curiosities. The foremost of these decisions being that at a first glance, the exhibition is intended to have the semblance of a niche or otherwise non-artistic museum. Museum labels were the first consideration in transforming the viewer’s understanding of the space. Traditional label information printed on white paper mounted on foam core and displayed next to a work of art were jettisoned for labels that reflected the treatment of information at museums like the Carnegie Museum of Science and the Corpus Christi Museum of Natural Science and History. Providing information that is available under the control of the reader was also important. To
achieve this same sense of educational autonomy, information about the contents of TMOQC is available in a catalog. Strategies for installation and display offers another opportunity to create the distinct feeling of a niche museum. Traditionally, two-dimensional works of art are expected to be displayed at 60 inches on center from the floor, to maintain hanging the work at eye level. Walls, if colored, are to be completely solid. Enough wall and floor space are to be given between artworks to prevent pieces from visually interacting with each other. In traditional science and history museums, artifacts are overloaded, and display is cluttered. In less-dense galleries, walls are still decorated, and the space seems as much about entertainment as education. Utilizing similar formal qualities was important to break up the Mesaros gallery space for TMOQC. For instance, illustrations posted on the wall and a path laid on the floor help visually activate blank spaces between work. Individual pieces are installed dramatically high, more interested in presenting the work as a spectacle, pieces also exist on the floor and invade the viewer’s designated space. The entire display is intended to make TMOQC feel less like a sterilized contemporary gallery installation and more like a niche museum, approachable, educational, and entertaining for the viewer.

In the book *Art Theory: A Very Short Introduction*, author Cynthia Freeland creates a differentiation between the museum as a beacon of taste in art versus the “a la Disneyland” approach of more immersive museums. Freeland argues that museums have to decide between content or experience, as if the two were divided from each other.\(^{51}\) However Rachel Morris’ essay “Imaginary Museums” in the book *Museum Making: Narrative, Architecture, and Exhibition*, has a different approach. Morris notes that museums are culturally capable of illuminating “social, spiritual, and emotional” satisfaction and activating a sense of

engagement *through* exciting exhibit strategies. For Morris, museums may not go far enough in facilitating viewer engagement that is so critical to an exhibition’s success:

“...their desire to use their imaginations… is very often ignored by museums. In other words, visitors come to museums with their imaginations ready to be deployed, only to find that their imaginations are not required.... visitors move through museums ready to use their empathy, creativity and understanding in order to reach a state of emotional and imaginative openness. It’s a journey that requires museums also to play their parts, by offering back to the visitors atmosphere and opportunities to feel.”

There are a few important factors to the presentation of *The Museum of Queer Curiosities*. First, *TMOQC* does not exist as parody or institutional critique. Its thesis is in a genuine, albeit sometimes confusing, experience. For me, the use of parody, aggression, and sarcasm, which rely on concrete terms to rail against, would not have the same effect of evoking a compassionate response from the viewer.

Additionally, while much of the discussion about *TMOQC* has focused on the Museum solely as a non-artistic entity, the obvious materiality of the pieces ground them to references of historic and contemporary art. As stated earlier, screen printing was an ideal printmaking process used for the surface treatment of many of the objects throughout *TMOQC*. But the objects in *TMOQC* utilized a variety of different print and sculpture media for their creation. Monoprinting was used to produce the ephemeral tonal images of *Historic Shroud* (Fig 15). The surface imagery on the main egg of *Successful Reveal* was created with relief printed on toned paper, hinting at age associated with historic relief prints. Pieces that have no printed images still utilize the repetition of symbols to convey their information, relating to the history of print used for the dissemination of information.
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The materiality of the work in *TMOQC* is also a visual reference queer art. Manufactured objects and piles on the gallery floor invading the viewer’s space reference the phenomenon and interactivity of *Candy Piles* by Felix Gonzales-Torres (Fig. 47). Found artifacts and familiar, stylized imagery in juxtaposition to historic forms alludes to the relatability of Grayson Perry’s tapestries and ceramic work (Fig. 48). Illustrative stylization is influenced by both modern cartooning and the emotional symbolism of Keith Haring (Fig. 49), the symbolist illustrations of Marco DaSilva (Fig. 50), and the autobiographical comics of Barbara Tharas. (Fig. 51) Found objects are also a common and constant thread in queer work, from the assemblage of Alex Martin, to the 2017 group exhibition “Found: Queer Archaeology, Queer Abstraction” at The Leslie-Lohman Museum of Gay and Lesbian Art (Fig. 52). There are as many artistic mediums used in queer art as there are identities. Utilizing a varied artistic toolkit acts as a metaphor for the many facets of being queer. Creating work that has an incongruous materiality with their representation is important to my own feelings of dysphoria. This art making strategy also celebrates art’s capability of transforming material and the identity of found objects, which again, creates a link to ideas about the flexibility of the self.

CONCLUSION

Queerness encompasses a breadth of experiences and ideas. I cannot expect to entirely convey the experience of being queer to someone outside its reach any more than I can expect to completely share the experience of every single queer person on Earth. Communication seems difficult, if not impossible, about a topic that challenges the essentialism of

I am inherently the subject of the museum; but also, am not. The work inhabiting *TMOQC* utilizes personal symbolism informed by my lived experience. Specific information and ideas are intentionally vague. The work hints at the fact the entire *TMOQC* is a self-portrait, and the broad spectrum of work informs the viewer of the scale and impossibility of communicating the entire existence of one person succinctly. I am the Curator, the voice of the Catalog, the collector and mis-handler of objects. I am *The Museum of Queer Curiosities.*

Acting as a tool that simulates something trustworthy, *TMOQC* attempts to capture something ephemeral, only to be left inept and untrustworthy by the objects it houses. *TMOQC* encourages the viewer to embrace the weird, confusing nature that is someone else’s experience with identity. And in turn, come to the realization that the real strangeness comes from trying to trust and listen to outside information over their own, or someone else’s, voice.
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Figure 1. *The Museum of Queer Curiosities*, installation shot
Fig 2. *Catalog*, digital media part of the installation of *The Museum of Queer Curiosities* (following)
The Museum of Queer Curiosities currently is exhibiting selectively from a varied collection focusing on historically relevant artifacts, collected from all over. Skulls, shields, scrolls, and other discoveries line the gallery with intrigue. 2023.

The museum prides itself on its fulfilling and respectable handling of ancient artifacts, carefully curated and protected. We encourage exploration of our own exploration.
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UNCgoogleable Fish

Two-headed animals are so strange to being in touch with, the strange! The Unconditional Fish can be found, it is known, it is to be expected, it is so obviously true. The species has exploded with some exposure, revealing itself to the curious. We have left these on display.

The Unconditional Fish cannot be caught with just a target. Collectors were once able to acquire a specimen, but waiting around, there was no hint that it would ever even appear.
MOL CION COLLECTION

N THE SQUARE OF THE DRESSINGS ROOM IS A SUCCESSFUL REVEAL. OUR CURATORS

AMONG THEM, ONE IS INTERESTED IN THE IMAGE SCIENCE. THEY ARE A PART OF OUR

COLLECTION TODAY. THIS CONTAINS AN ENTIRE WIDESPREAD OF

INFORMATION INSIDE OF THEM. AS SOME OF OUR PATRONS HAVE

COME TO SEE THE FULL IMAGE TAKEN INSIDE OF THE

EWRAP ATOPS THE BILINGUARY DEPARTMENT. CELEBRATION IS EXCELLED!

WE HAVE NOW ACCESS TO ONE OF THESE GLORIES, SO THAT YOU CAN

CELEBRATE YOUR OWN INFORMATION TOGETHER!
**Queen Fable**

Mysterious stones culled from deep within an otherwise nondescript plain. They were first noticed when explorers were exploring an underground area-called the appears, each rock glowing in flames, like pages. These mysterious images are permanently burnt in the surface, and our scientists hint that there may be many more mysterious stories.

The subject matter all seems to deal with different iterations of metamorphosis.

---

**Instruction is Book of Fragments**

A book of instructions found to contain information on a mysterious process, found at the edge of the known world. Upon its discovery, readers have slowly split open.

It is rumored that this book cannot be closed by the same person, once opened, but the wisdom it holds mysteriously transfers to the next reader.

---

**Sometimes the Very Strange Shadow**

A very strange discovery by our curious friends. Sometimes, they could not distinguish between a shadow and a person at first glance. They appear identical, there are several variations in size, thickness, and features collected by the hands. They reach for you with a soft, almost invisible touch.

One can be captured by the shadow, and as it flits in many viewers, what such a shadow could protect anyone is anyone's best guess.
The All-Touchstone

Namely, for its validating nature and its understanding of iterations, this touchstone suggests was formed on the side of a long hallway. It is a unifying force and a kind of matter that itself toughens itself. It is a force of the attempt to hold the mechanic. Though, it itself suggests to say, where if its construction is unknown.

Handling as well, this all-pumping hand of metal rubs with some sensation from its mass that it is desired to be carried.

Form of the Statue

When we observe one of the large bride flowers, this touches from the form of the separate connecting pieces of paper, pieces of paper fragments, and two silvers, we may we assume to be the left side of the soul. Thanks to information to on the other side of all things pieces, we are able to completely and correctly assume the entire rest of the form. Here we have included our scientifically calculated model that your imagination.

Despite the strange fragments of information inside the pieces, we are still able to get the most accurate information. As you can see, this statue would be humongous in its entirety.

Historical Expansion

Due to the ephemeral nature of the source, the sculpture is known of its origin, but the surrounding flowers are assembled from a variety of other points. It is a force that is to the subject of the template that is our universe ongoing. It was among the nothing of completing the universe.

The matter on the result of the creative and the result of the exchange is to be the result of the source. Calling from our diverse universe and the dualism.

I
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Thank you for your support of the Museum of Queer Curiosities! If you think you have a valuable artifact that may fit our collection, please email:

Feliks RK Pyron
Curator of Exhibits
the_mqc@gmail.com

Fig. 2, Catalog, end.

Fig. 3, Title Banner, installation shot.
Fig. 4, *Announcement Card*, a showcard told from the voice of the Museum, not the Artist.
Fig. 5, *Guide Path*, installation shot.
Fig. 6, Additional Information, a series of black and white illustrations used as TMOQC’s lexicon, repeated in several iterations throughout the installation, as seen below in Fig. 7, Additional Information, installation shot.
Fig. 8, detail of Catalog page for *The Mil Touchstone*, showing heavy layering of images and obscuring.

**The Mil Touchstone**

Named for its multi-targeted nature and its hundreds of iterations, this Touchstone sample was found on the side of a long highway. Its origin is hidden and surprising, not in true Touchstone fashion, but still attempts to relate information, though what it is attempting to say or where it comes from is unknown.

Hand-carved, this massive stone weighs almost 270 pounds, with some indication from its shape that it was designed to be carried.

Fig. 9, *Formulaic Statue*, detail installation shot. The finger of the statue lies askew on the floor.
Fig. 10, *MQC Coin Collection*, installation. Side view showing “coins” piled and dropped onto the floor.

Fig. 11, *Successful Reveal*, installation shot.
Fig. 12, Examples of common installation styles of an “art gallery”, showing minimum labelling with maximum space at eye-level or with plenty of surrounding space in the round.

Top to Bottom:

*All Color Cast*, Hank Willis Thomas, Kayne Griffin Corcoran Gallery. Los Angeles, CA;

Collection at Kishwaukee College, Malta, IL;

Fig. 13, examples of common display tactics in niche, science, and historic museums, showing cluttered display, an emphasis on artifact collection, and integrated and numerous labels.

Top to Bottom:
The Hall of Biodiversity, American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY.

Walton Hall of Ancient Egypt, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh, PA.

Gems and Minerals, Denver Museum of Nature and Science, Denver, CO.
Fig. 14, *Strange Shield*, installation shot.
Fig. 15, *Historic Shroud*, installation shot.
Fig. 16, detail of *MQC Coin Collection*. Some of the keys are magenta.

Fig. 17, Tapestry collection at the Vatican Museum, Vatican, Italy.
Fig. 18, *Instructional Book of Progress*, installation shot.

Fig. 19, *Formulaic Statue*, installation shot.
Fig. 20, *The Colossus of Constantine*, 312-315 C.E., The Capitoline Museums, Rome, Italy.

Fig. 21, *The Temptation of St. Anthony*, Max Beckmann, oil on canvas, 1936-37.
Fig. 22, *The Wretched Sound of Mysticism Dying*, Aaron Coleman. Lithography and screenprint on paper. 12” x 16”. 2015.

Fig. 23, *What Comes in the Stillness*, Johanna Mueller. Multi-plate relief engraving. 22” x 14”. 2016.
Fig. 24, *It’s Safe in Here*, Alexander Martin. Mixed media. 2017.

Fig. 25, Object from the *Queercraft* series, Alexander Martin. Mixed media.
Fig. 27, Untitled (The Mask), and Untitled, (The Common Man), respectively. David Shrigley. Ink drawings. 2019.
Fig. 28, the top part of an elephant skull without tusks. Note the large cavity that was the naval cavity— the sockets for the eyes are almost indistinguishable if you do not know where to look.

Fig. 29, Casting. Installation shot.
Fig. 30, *Successful Reveal*, install shot, with detail.
Fig. 30, detail, contd.
Fig. 31, *The Mil Touchstone*, installation shot with detail.
Fig. 32, Catalog label for the Formulaic Statue.

Fig. 33, Catalog label for the Strange Shield
Fig. 34, Historic Shroud, detail.

Clockwise:

Fig. 35, Untitled (Fur Teacup), Meret Oppenheim, fur on teacup set, 1936.

Fig 36, Lobster Telephone, Salvador Dali. Mixed media, 1981.

Fig. 37, Object of Destruction, Man Ray. Metronome with photograph.
Fig. 38, *MQC Coin Collection*, detail shot.

Fig. 39, *Strange Shield*, detail shot.
Fig 40, *Instructional Book of Progress*, detail and install shot highlighting the swords that appear more strongly in bright light.

Fig. 41, *Formulaic Statue*, detail, showing the symbols and words on the interior of the red surface.
Fig. 42, *Additional Information (Car Fob)*, installation shot.

Fig. 43, *Additional Information (Long Hair)*, installation shot.
Fig. 44, *Additional Information (Emergency Contact)*, installation view.

Fig. 45, *Unconditioned Fish*, installation.
Fig. 46, *Additional Information (Redfish)*, installation shot.

Fig. 47, *Candy Pile*, Felix Gonzales-Torres. Individually wrapped candies in cellophane. Approx. 175 lbs. 1991.
Left to Right:

Fig. 48, Excerpt from *Super Rich Interior Decoration*, Grayson Perry, 2019.

Fig. 49, *Untitled*, 1982, Keith Haring. Acrylic on vinyl tarpaulin. 180 x 180 in. 1982.

Fig. 50, *House of Fears*, Marco DaSilva, painting.

Fig. 51, *Untitled*, animation still, Barbara Lane Tharas. 2015.
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